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Carlisle to Carentan 

The delayed first race of the 2013 season rapidly approaches and 

with Marking Stations spread across the country, something 

many have been seeking for a long time, it is now very much up 

to you to secure your entries. Pigeons will be going from Carlisle, 

I have spoken to Peter Campbell who will be sending himself and 

taking them down to Stafford so anybody who wants to send and 

use the Carlisle Marking Station please get in touch with Peter 

now, Tel: 01228 490487 Mobile and Marking Day Tel: 

07958610483, so that you can get things arranged. He is there 

waiting, ready, willing and able to help and we are all indebted to 

his selfless enthusiasm, what more could we ask of him. 

Pigeons will of course be going from the established marking 

Stations at Penkridge, Walkern and Salisbury but they will also 

be going from the new marking stations at Leicester, marking at 

Louella Pigeon World, South Ockendon marking at Brandon 

Groves Community Centre, Hungerford marking at Woodlands St 

Mary Village Hall and Llanhilleth marking at the Llanhilleth 

Hotel. Pigeons will also be going from the Chanel Islands but 

unfortunately they will have to be taken to Salisbury for marking. 

We may even get a few over from Ireland which means that the 

bulk of the British Isles will be represented and we shall be trying 

to broaden this out even more as time goes on. We have for 

instance received requests to additionally mark for Barcelona at 

Louella Pigeon World, the Leicester Marking Station and that is 

undergoing consideration now so please if you are interested in 

sending to Barcelona from the Leicester Station let us know as 

soon as you can so that proper consideration can be based upon 

realistic figures. The reason I ask is that the logistics of collecting 
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pigeons costs money, your money as it is you the members who 

have to pay whichever way it is done and so to give the 

Committee half a chance of getting it right and keeping your 

costs down they need to work on real information not just guess 

work. 

Then to another bit of real information, please look at the 

Marking Times at the Station you are going to use because while 

the new ones will have new times some of the old ones have had 

to change as well to fit in with the new collection routes. Walkern 

for instance is now quite early, between 0800 and 1000, so don’t 

get caught out and please as far as you can get there in good 

time as the transporters will be working to tight schedules.  

Marking Day telephone numbers are also available so that if you 

have problems you can let the Station know. So please use those 

numbers and keep the stations in touch as that way we can 

provide you with a better service and try to keep the options open 

for you for as long as possible.  

 

New vehicle. 

I am very pleased to be able to tell you that the new vehicle is 

fully equipped and will be ready for use on this first race. There 

has been a certain amount of, well lets be generous and call it 

speculation in certain quarters about racking in the Clubs 

transporters.  Speculation like this often arises from a limited 

viewpoint but if you look at the term rack you will soon find just 

how wide and diverse its application can be and while the 

function is generally similar, to help hold things together, the 

application can be as different and diverse as a plate rack, hat 

rack, hay rack, luggage rack or dare I even suggest a torture 

rack. Even here with the ancient torture rack you will find those 

that laid the victim horizontally and those that held them 

vertically; the pain was the same it was just a different approach. 

So with our transporters they do have racking, they have racking 

for two very good reasons a) it is necessary to hold the crates in 
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position as the vehicle moves and b) because it is required by 

rules and law. 

 

Crates in place with vertical racking struts. 

Make no mistake when the crates in our vehicles are secured for 

travel they are secured. First of all the crates themselves are 

made to fit tightly together, they are manufactured in this 

particular way in order to facilitate compliance with European 

law. The crates are then held rigidly in place by removable 

vertical racking struts that are themselves secured at floor and 

ceiling level, thus the floor and ceiling form part of the rack. 
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A vertical racking strut. 

As if that were not enough they are then braced by heavy duty 

straps which are winched tight offering a further level of support 

to the vertical racking. The main transporter has now been used 

for two years including journeys to Palamos and Bordeaux 

without the slightest trace of crate movement within what can 

only be described as a highly efficient racking system. It is not 

just the racking of course as the air flow, temperature and 

atmosphere has proved to be highly favourable to the pigeons in 

the variety of conditions it has encountered. We do not just guess 
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at these conditions as they have been measured and monitored 

from sensors located at various points throughout the vehicle 

sending information to the on-board Data logger and display 

available to the Convoyer throughout the vehicles use. 

 

Late bred Sales. 

The young bird sale held at Salisbury was very successful this 

year but requests have been received to hold sales in other 

locations providing easier access for members living in various 

parts of the country. At the moment serious consideration is 

being given to holding late bred sales at Walkern and Penkridge 

at the end of the racing season and the Committee would value 

any feedback you can provide. Do you want them? Where do you 

want them? When do you want them? These are just a few of the 

questions to consider so please make you views known so that 

arrangements can be made that suit you. 

Young Bird Sale Lot 17 is now ready so could the purchaser 

please contact the Chairman, Richard Green, on Tel: 07747 

444196 to make arrangements for collection/delivery. 

 

Finally that first race is only a few days away and perhaps by the 

time you read this you should have posted your entry but if you 

haven’t you still have a little time to submit an entry via the 

website and Email. Of course if you want to enter the race you 

need to be a member but you can do that as well via the web site 

and Email, so why not join and send today. 

 

 

Cataluña 
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